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In tlie April issue of Camnietitay David Danzig 
n-rites that an esplanation for the increase in “radi- 
cal Right” activity may be found in fundamentalism 
as a ^growing socio-religious force in America.” 

“Fundanientalism today,” writes hlr. Danzig, “sup- 
ports a super-patriotic Americanism; the codict  
with communism is not one of power blocs but of 
faiths, part of the unending struggle between God 
and the devil. The danger of communism, therefore, 
is from within-from the corrosion of faith by in- 
sidious doctrines. That is to say, by ‘collectivism’- 
the modern fundamentalist’s secular counterpart of 
atheism.” 
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In “The Deadly Parallels: Radical Right and Radi- 
cal Left” (Harper’s, April) Man F. Westin sees a 
sin1 ilarity behveen current Rgh t-wing manifestations 
and leftist radicalism of the h t e  40s. X’hat  the 
Birchers and their compatriots really represent, I 
submit, is the second great surge of opposition.to 
tliis nation’s bipartisan policies for resisting Soviet 
imperialism abrosd and Communist ideological pen- 
etration \vithin our own nation,” hlr. I’i‘estin writes. 

“The first challenge to this post-1945 anti-Commu- 
nist consensus came in 1946 to 194s from tlie Radi- 
cal Left when the Communists and the ‘Progressives’ 
-3s the Radical Left ljked to call itself, to dis- 
tinguish its cause from that of American liberals- 
raised tlie c y  of ‘fascist conspiracy’ to attack our 
emerging containment position. How strikingly sim- 
ilar the present campaign of the Radical Right is to 
the Radical Left’s drive in tlie late 1940s can be 
seen by comparing the ideology, program, strategy 
and tactics of these two movements.” 
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Ij’riting on the John Birch Society and similar 
groups in tlie hlarch Eticorrritcr, British author-lec- 
turcr Brian Crozier suggests that the explanations 
given by liberals for Rightist developments may be 
prejudiced. “It seems to me,” he writes, “that an 
underlFing wealmess of their analysis of the radical 
Right iies in an unwillingness to concede any value 
to the conservative case. \Vriting as a \isitor to the 
United States (but equally, as a citizen of the 
United Kingdom) I believe there is a consewative 
case (although I don’t vote Consenative) . . . The 
fact of tlie conservative upswing in the United States 
should not.  . . mislead us into lumping consenxtives 
and the lunatic Right together. The John Birch So- 
ciet). is a potential danger (of which President Ken- 
nedy has taken cognizance). But Goldwater conser- 
vatiim is n fa more important a n g .  Politically, 
Senator Goldwater is a bandwagon on which the 
Birchites, along many others, are e i n g  to 
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jump . . , Should Senator Goldwater’s popularity and 
influence continue to grow, he may seem to the 
Republican Party to represent its best chances of 
returning to power in 1963, And he, for his part, will 
almost certainly, in that event, remain within the 
Republican fold. Should this happen, he would have 
it in his ower to destroy the Birch Society and 

bated, however, it is not impossible that he might 
seek to u d y  the wilder Right-wing movement un- 
der his banner. But this is a speculative contingency 
which the Senator has so far done nothing to jus- 

would pro \ ably do so. If his ambitions were fius- 

tify.” 
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In The New Leader for hlarch 5 John I?. Roche 
calls for a “moratorium on exFosures of the John 
Birch Society and the Right-wing conspiracy.” h,ir. 
Roche’s position is that the image that has been 
built up of a “powerful Right-wing junta” is a myth, 
and that while it is ”useful to reveal the activities 
and the party line of the Right-wingers, .it is silly 
to get hysterical about their machinations and give 
them a lot of free publicity. Anyone who has spent 
any time in liberal pressure groups kn0w.s tlie extent 
of our organizational weakness, recognizes the de- 
gree to which the liberal monolith is a creation 
of Right-wing fantasies. However, he usually fails 
to consider the other side of the coin: the estent to 
which the ‘menace from the Right’ is in cflectioe 
political ternis an equally mythical b o p ,  a vapor of 
the perfemid liberal imagination.” 
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General Edwin A. ’ii’alker, around whom much of 
the ”extremist” controversy has lately centered, is the 
subject of a signed editorial by 1Villiam F. Buckley, 
Jr. in the April 24 National Rcoicw. The General’s 
views, as he advanced them in the recent Stennis 
Committee hearing, were, in hlr. Buckley’s opinion, 
“poorly thouuht out, grossly stated, and prepostdkous 
on their fact? But, he continues, this does not vim 
dicate the theory that .“the militar). are technicians 
[and] have no right to eqwess thenisel\Tes contro- 
versially.” 

“Fifteen years ago,’’ hlr. Buckley writes, “. . . w e  
got together and ceremoniously strung up  a bunch 
of German and Japanese soldiers precisely on the 
grounds that the military are not mere technicians.. . 
The lesson is that members of the militay are and 
should be considered men of independent moral 
judgment, and the n’ar in which we are now engaged 
calls for the kind of moral commitment to victory 
which is a mightier weapon by far than the biggest 
hydrogen bomb in our arsenal.” 
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